Embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma of the biliary tree: A rare cause of obstructive jaundice in children which can mimic choledochal cysts
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Abstract
Jaundice in children is more often due to hepatic disease than obstruction. Differential considerations for obstructive jaundice in children include choledocholithiasis, choledochal cysts and rare neoplasms. Rhabdomyosarcoma, the most common soft tissue sarcoma in pediatric patients, typically involves the head and neck, genitourinary system and extremities. Embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma of the biliary tree is a rare entity. We present a 3-year-old boy with abrupt onset obstructive jaundice. Although initial imaging suggested a dilated biliary system with fusiform common bile duct, sludge, and possible cholelithiasis, endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatogram (ERCP) diagnosed a common bile duct embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma and further imaging showed involvement of the cystic duct. This case illustrates the importance of considering malignant etiologies in cases of obstructive jaundice, particularly when imaging is not classic for common causes.
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Introduction
Obstructive jaundice in pediatric patients beyond the neonatal period can be caused by choledocholithiasis, choledochal cysts, strictures in the settling of chronic cholangitis and rarely neoplasms such as biliary rhabdomyosarcoma. Rhabdomyosarcoma, a malignancy of skeletal muscle, is the most common soft tissue tumor in the pediatric population, accounting for 1% of malignancies among children ages 0–14 years.[1] It is rarely found in the biliary tract, where it typically presents with signs and symptoms of obstructive jaundice. The low incidence of biliary rhabdomyosarcoma makes diagnosis challenging and imaging evaluation particularly important. We present a case of a child with embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma involving both the common bile duct and cystic duct for which initial imaging suggested a choledochal cyst or obstruction due to sludge given a history of hemolytic anemia.

Case History
A 3-year-old boy was transferred from an outside hospital for management of obstructive jaundice. He had a remote...
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history of presumed postinfectious immune-mediated hemolytic anemia as an infant that was reportedly in remission. He presented to the outside hospital with abrupt onset of jaundice, vomiting and fatigue, thought to be related to a pigmented gallstone given his past history. He was constipated and his stools had recently become pale. Imaging obtained from the outside institution included a right upper quadrant ultrasound and contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance cholangiopancreatography (MRCP) showing dilation of extra- and central intrahepatic biliary ducts with debris in the gallbladder, sludge filled common bile and cystic ducts mural thickening involving the cystic and common bile ducts, and a possible cystic duct choledocholith. Upon arrival to our hospital, he was jaundiced with mild, non-tender hepatomegaly. His hemoglobin was normal making a hemolytic process unlikely. His total bilirubin was 9.1 mg/dL and mostly conjugated; transaminases were mildly elevated; alkaline phosphatase and GGT were markedly elevated; lipase was normal and white blood cell count was mildly elevated. A repeat right upper quadrant ultrasound showed findings similar to the outside exam including a fusiform configuration of the common duct. Given this finding, the possibility of a type 1 choledochal cyst was entertained and endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP) was planned to clear and if necessary stent the common bile duct.

At ERCP the major papilla was grossly enlarged and bulbously protruded into the duodenal wall. Cannulation of the common bile duct was difficult but achieved and a biliary sphincterotomy was made, immediately after which a grayish translucent mass with faint vasculature was seen protruding from the ampulla [Figure 1]. The common bile duct was then cannulated and a cholangiogram was performed demonstrating a large mass within the dilated common bile duct, dilated cystic, and common hepatic ducts and normal intrahepatic ducts [Figure 2]. The mass was biopsied, which later demonstrated an embryonal rhabdomyosarcoma of the botryoid type on pathologic evaluation [Figure 3]. Biliary stents were then placed, stenting both the cystic duct and common hepatic duct.

Further imaging was performed to better evaluate local extent and facilitate staging. A repeat ultrasound revealed arterial waveforms within intraluminal masses in both the common bile duct and cystic duct [Figure 4]. The masses had been mistaken for echogenic debris and tumefactive sludge on preceding sonograms. An oncology protocol contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging/MRCP (MRI/MRCP) of the abdomen showed asymmetric mural thickening with enhancement and reduced diffusion involving the common bile duct and the cystic duct with an intervening ductal segment with a normal-appearing wall. A mural nodule within the cystic duct had similar imaging features. A peripherally-enhancing T2 hyperintense mass filled the dilated common bile duct [Figure 5]. Positron emission tomography-computed tomography (PET-CT) showed increased metabolic activity of the thickened ductal wall segments with maximum SUVs of 6.7 [Figure 6]. There was no evidence of distant metastasis on either study. Chest CT showed no evidence of thoracic metastasis.

The patient was discharged with a plan for neoadjuvant chemotherapy including vincristine, adriamycin and cyclophosphamide based on Children’s Oncology Group protocol. Surgical intervention would be considered after chemotherapy. Genetic work-up for Li-Fraumeni syndrome (for germline TP53 mutations) was also recommended given the association of soft tissue sarcoma in children with that disease.

**Discussion**

The differential for obstructive jaundice in children includes choledololithiasis, choledochal cysts, strictures and rare neoplasms. Imaging plays an important role in defining the etiology with ultrasound typically the first imaging modality. Initial imaging in this case demonstrated a dilated, fusiform common duct filled with apparent debris and resultant obstruction of the biliary tree. These findings excluded stricture and simple choledololithiasis leaving an imaging differential of choledochal cyst filled with sludge and primary biliary tree neoplasm or primary liver tumor with drop metastases to the biliary tree. A primary liver tumor was excluded given the normal appearance of the liver. Initial ultrasounds failed to show vascularity within the dilated common duct. The initial outside MRI
failed to demonstrate enhancement of the intraductal material. ERCP was performed to clear debris from the presumptive choledochal cyst at which time the mass was discovered. This case demonstrates the importance of careful Doppler sonography technique. Repeat ultrasound after the ERCP clearly demonstrated arterial waveforms within the intraductal mass. Repeat contrast-enhanced MRI clearly showed an enhancing intraductal mass. The correct diagnosis could have been made by imaging prior to ERCP.

Rhabdomyosarcoma is the most common soft tissue tumor in the pediatric population. Rhabdomyosarcoma of the biliary tract is a rare cause of obstructive jaundice in the pediatric patient. Of all cases of rhabdomyosarcoma in the Intergroup Rhabdomyosarcoma Studies I-IV between 1972 and 1998, only 0.5% of cases (25 of 4291) involved the intrahepatic or extrahepatic biliary tree.\textsuperscript{[2,3]}
Biliary rhabdomyosarcoma typically presents with obstructive jaundice caused by the tumor, which can be accompanied by abdominal distention and possibly hepatomegaly. Elevated liver enzymes and conjugated bilirubin are frequently seen. Infrequent features include abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting and fever.

Pathologic subtypes of rhabdomyosarcoma include alveolar pleomorphic, and embryonal, which is further subdivided into botryoid and spindle-cell variants. Embryonal is three times more common than alveolar, and the botryoid subtype has the best prognosis. The Intergroup Rhabdomyosarcoma Study Group (IRSG) has developed a modified tumor-node-metastasis staging system that separates patients into low, medium and high-risk groups which are used to guide therapy. The system considers site of tumor as well as regional nodal and distant metastases. In the absence of distance metastases, as seen in our case, biliary tract rhabdomyosarcoma is considered stage 1, placing our patient in the IRSG low risk group.

Computed tomography (CT) and MRI are typically used to assess tumor extent and characteristics at diagnosis, while ultrasound may be useful to evaluate response to presurgical chemotherapy. Studies led by the Children’s Oncology Group aim to evaluate the use of PET CT to accurately differentiate post-therapy residual benign tumor from viable tumor, which CT and MRI may not be able to assess.

Ultrasound, typically the initial imaging study in children with obstructive jaundice, shows dilation of the intra- and extrahepatic bile ducts with an intraductal mass. On MRI, these tumors follow the signal of skeletal muscle on T1, are hyperintense on T2 and enhance heterogeneously. Large lesions may demonstrate hemorrhage and necrosis. The imaging appearance of a biliary tree rhabdomyosarcoma with central tumor necrosis can mimic the appearance of a choledochal cyst as was seen with this patient. Choledochal cysts are exceedingly unusual in the cystic duct, with only individual case reports described in the literature, suggesting a more complex pathology in our patient. Indeed, previous case reports have remarked that biliary rhabdomyosarcoma is readily misdiagnosed as a choledochal cyst on imaging.

The surgical management of biliary rhabdomyosarcoma has historically been determined by tumor location and extent, ranging from aggressive resection necessitating choledochojjunostomy or pancreaticoduodenectomy to surgery for staging purposes only via exploratory laparotomy or laparoscopy. Presently, resection of residual tumor following neoadjuvant chemotherapy is advocated and has been associated with good outcomes.

Biliary rhabdomyosarcoma presents as obstructive jaundice and in tumors with central necrosis, can mimic a choledochal cyst. Diagnostic imaging plays a critical role in the diagnoses and management of this malignancy. Rhabdomyosarcoma should be included in the differential diagnosis for children with obstructive jaundice.
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